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This book is a collection of the chapters intended to
study only practical applications of HTS materials. You
will find here a great number of research on actual
applications of HTS as well as possible future
applications of HTS. Depending on the strength of the
applied magnetic field, applications of HTS may be
divided in two groups: large scale applications (large
magnetic fields) and small scale applications (small
magnetic fields). 12 chapters in the book are fascinating
studies about large scale applications as well as small
scale applications of HTS. Some chapters are presenting
interesting research on the synthesis of special materials
that may be useful in practical applications of HTS.
There are also research about properties of high-Tc
superconductors and experimental research about HTS
materials with potential applications. The future of
practical applications of HTS materials is very exciting. I
hope that this book will be useful in the research of new
radical solutions for practical applications of HTS
materials and that it will encourage further experimental
research of HTS materials with potential technological
applications.
'Electricity and Magnetism' introduces the reader to
these important forces and how they drive the modern
world. It looks at what electricity is, how we harness it,
and how electricity and magnetism are related.
Based on author Ion Boldea’s 40 years of experience
and the latest research, Linear Electric Machines, Drives,
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and Maglevs Handbook provides a practical and
comprehensive resource on the steady improvement in
this field. The book presents in-depth reviews of basic
concepts and detailed explorations of complex subjects,
including classifications and practical topologies, with
sample results based on an up-to-date survey of the
field. Packed with case studies, this state-of-the-art
handbook covers topics such as modeling, steady state,
and transients as well as control, design, and testing of
linear machines and drives. It includes discussion of
types and applications—from small compressors for
refrigerators to MAGLEV transportation—of linear electric
machines. Additional topics include low and high speed
linear induction or synchronous motors, with and without
PMs, with progressive or oscillatory linear motion, from
topologies through modeling, design, dynamics, and
control. With a breadth and depth of coverage not found
in currently available references, this book includes
formulas and methods that make it an authoritative and
comprehensive resource for use in R&D and testing of
innovative solutions to new industrial challenges in linear
electric motion/energy automatic control.
Page after page, this title proves that the power of
attraction is undeniable. Readers move beyond a simple
fascination with the power of magnets to a clear
understanding of the science behind magnetics. Natural
magnets, Earth's magnetic field, and the ties between
electricity and magnetics are all featured, in addition to
the creation and use of magnets in commercial and
everyday applications. Information about the life and
work of physicist Joseph Henry, a leading
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electromagnetics pioneer, and a timeline of important
dates in the field are also included.
"Maglev" represents magnetic levitation. The
magnetically levitated train has no wheels, but floats on
an electromagnetic wave. Maglev is trains that run on
magnets in a certain way so that they are equally
levitated. Maglev trains prove to be a promising
technology in the future. The transrapid system uses
servo mechanism to pull the train up from underneath
the track and maintains a constant gap while travelling at
high speed. Magnetically levitated trains may be the
transportation of the future because of their advantages
on modern transportation use today. As the train floats
on the track, there is no contact with ground and need no
moving parts, making the train a low maintenance affair.
Their maintenance is less expensive than the
conventional trains. Furthermore, there is no possibility
of any parts wearing out and there is less noise because
no steels wheels running on steel tracks. However, noise
still occurred by air resistance. They are a lot better than
the trains we used today and run almost as fast as an
airplane. Also, these trains run on magnets, and
therefore do not produce pollution, making them much
more environmentally safe.
A user's manual for our everyday world! "Whether a
curious layperson, a trained physicist, or a beginning
physics student, most everyone will find this book an
interesting and enlightening read and will go away
comforted in that the world is not so strange and
inexplicable after all." —From the Foreword by Carl
Wieman, Nobel Laureate in Physics 2001, and
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CASE/Carnegie US University Professor of the Year
2004 If you didn't know better, you might think the world
was filled with magic—from the household appliances that
make our lives easier to the CDs and DVDs that fill our
world with sounds and images. Even a simple light bulb
can seem mysterious when you stop to think about it.
Now in How Everything Works, Louis Bloomfield explains
the physics behind the ordinary objects and natural
phenomena all around us, and unravels the mysteries of
how things work. Inside, you'll find easy-to-understand
answers to scores of fascinating questions, including:
How do microwave ovens cook food, and why does
metal sometimes cause sparks in a microwave? How
does an iPod use numbers to represent music? How do
CDs and DVDs use light to convey information, and why
are they so colorful? How can a CT or MRI image show
a cross-sectional view of a person without actually
entering the body? Why do golf balls have dimples? How
does a pitcher make a curveball curve and knuckleball
jitter about in an erratic manner? Why is the sun red at
sunrise and sunset? How does a fluorescent lamp
produce visible light? You don't need a science or
engineering background to understand How Everything
Works, all you need is an active curiosity about the
extraordinary world all around you.
FPV Flight Dynamics is the in-depth handbook designed
to catapult Rookies and Intermediates into the Advanced
levels and beyond! Whether you’re new to UAVs, a
camera drone operator looking to dive into Acro, or an
experienced miniquad ripper stuck in FPV purgatory, this
guide will arm you with the skills and knowledge that
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you’ll need to break through plateaus and master your
instrument. This visual manual spans 30 chapters and
features over 220 full-color illustrations, including stick
schematics, 3D diagrams, photos, and infographics.
You’ll be presented with actionable strategies that can
be employed immediately to make the greatest leaps in
skill level with the least amount of time, money, and
frustration possible. Master all three of FPV’s disciplines
(racing, freestyle, and professional cinematic) by learning
what to practice, how to practice it, and, most
importantly, in which order! This book offers detailed
analyses on more than 50 unique tricks, maneuvers, and
flight techniques, including: 31 FUNDAMENTAL
MANEUVERS Static Climbs and Drops, medial and
lateral Dynamic Climbs, ascending Half-Loops, Convex
Climbs, Pullbacks, Parachutes, Diving Helixes, TwoDimensional Sweeping Turns (2D Sweeps), S-Turns,
180° Hairpin Turns, 3D Sweeps, Coils, Rippled Turns,
Elliptical Orbits, Textbook Power Loops, Parachuting
Power Loops, Aerial Corkscrews, Barrel Rolls, Stunted
Barrel Rolls, Aileron Rolls, the Textbook Split-S, Vaulting
Split-S, and Sliding Split-S, Level Orbits, Knife-Edge
Orbits, Immelmann Turns, Half Cuban Eights, High
Jumps, and Hammer Throws 19 FREESTYLE TRICKS
Frontflips, Backflips, Level Yaw Spins, Snap Rolls,
Wallkicks, Kamikazes, Juicy Flicks, Vanny Rolls, Proxy
Knockbacks and Slingshots, Rewinds, Wall Rides, StallSlide Corkscrews, Rubik’s Cubes, Inverted Yaw Spins,
Mattyflips, Trebuchets, Inverted Orbits (aka
Cyclones/Trippy Spins), Keeling Turns, and Windmills
Learn how to: Manipulate your quadcopter’s speed and
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momentum with techniques like Sprints, Coasts, Stalls,
Short-Rooks and Full-Rooks, Rook-n-Rolls, and Blips
Negotiate advanced racing complexes like
Chicanes/Slaloms, Gated Corkscrews, and coiled
obstacles like Ladders Manage your LiPo batteries,
including charging, discharging, and storage strategies
Dissect your quadcopter, and understand each of its
components, their technical specifications, and how
they’re all related and interact with one another Chase
mobile subjects like drift cars and downhill skiers with
advanced cinematic shot-framing techniques, like
Sidewinding Sweeps via the quadcopter’s secondary
flight stance, the Outside Stance Prioritize visual
references in your field of view, so you always know
what to be looking at and when This is THE definitive
guide to FPV, and a must-read for all newcomers to the
hobby! Pick up a copy today and take your skills to the
next level! BECOME THE MACHINE
Magnets are everywhere! This book uses real-world
examples to bring the concept of magnets to life in an
approachable way. Clearly-written text draws in readers
with concrete examples involving familiar, everyday
things, from earphones to compasses. The book covers
the history of and key figures in the understanding of
magnets, including Andr_-Marie Amp•re and Michael
Faraday. Major concepts covered include magnetic
force, natural magnets, permanent magnets,
electromagnetism, static electricity, poles, magnetic
fields, transformers, and MRIs. Full-color photos, a
glossary, an index, sidebars, primary source documents,
and other creative content enhance the book. It also
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includes prompts and activities that directly engage
students in developing the reading, writing, and critical
thinking skills promoted by the Common Core standards.
This well-researched title has a credentialed content
consultant and aligns with Common Core and state
standards. Core Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing
Company.

This book provides a comprehensive overview of
magnetic levitation (Maglev) technologies, from
fundamental principles through to the state-of-theart, and describes applications both realised and
under development. It includes a history of Maglev
science and technology showing the various
milestones in its advancement. The core concepts,
operating principles and main challenges of Maglev
applications attempted across various fields are
introduced and discussed. The principle difficulties
encountered when applying Maglev technology to
different systems, namely air gap control and
stabilization, are addressed in detail. The book
describes how major advancements in linear motor
and magnet technologies have enabled the
development of the linear-motor-powered Maglev
train, which has a high speed advantage over
conventional wheeled trains and has the potential to
reach speed levels achieved by aircraft. However,
many expect that Maglev technology to be a green
technology that is applied not only in rail
transportation, but also in diverse other fields; to
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ensure clean transfer in LCD manufacturing, in
ropeless high speed elevators, small capacity rail
transportation, space vehicle launchers, missile
testers, energy storage, and so on. These potential
applications and their unique challenges and
proposed technological solutions are introduced and
discussed in depth. The book will provide readers
from academia, research institutes and industry with
insights on where and how to apply Maglev
technology, and will serve as a guide to the
realization of their Maglev applications.
Driving Force unfolds the long and colorful history of
magnets: how they guided (or misguided) Columbus;
mesmerized eighteenth-century Paris but failed to
fool Benjamin Franklin; lifted AC power over its rival,
DC, despite all the animals, one human among
them, executed along the way; led Einstein to the
theory of relativity; helped defeat Hitler’s U-boats;
inspired writers from Plato to Dave Barry. In a way
that will delight and instruct even the
nonmathematical among us, James Livingston
shows us how scientists today are creating magnets
and superconductors that can levitate high-speed
trains, produce images of our internal organs, steer
high-energy particles in giant accelerators, and—last
but not least—heat our morning coffee. From the
“new” science of materials to everyday technology,
Driving Force makes the workings of magnets a
matter of practical wonder. The book will inform and
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entertain technical and nontechnical readers alike
and will give them a clearer sense of the force
behind so much of the working world.
This book introduces the physical principles behind
levitation with superconductors, and includes many
examples of practical magnetic levitation
demonstrations using superconducting phenomena.
It features more than twenty examples of magnetic
levitation in liquid nitrogen using high temperature
superconductors and permanent magnets, all
invented by the author. The book includes the
demonstration of suspension phenomenon induced
by magnetic flux pinning as well as magnetic
levitation by the Meissner effect. It shows how
superconducting magnetic levitation and suspension
phenomena fire the imagination and provide
scientific insight and inspiration. This book will be a
useful experimental guide and teaching resource for
those working on superconductivity, and a
fascinating text for undergraduate and graduate
students.
Everyone is familiar with magnets, but how much do
we know about how they actually work? This book
explores the basics of magnets, looking at topics
such as poles, electromagnets, and how we use
Earth's magnetic field to find our way.
The motion of the train depends on the traction of
linear motors in the vehicle. This book describes a
number of essential technologies that can ensure the
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safe operation of Maglev trains, such as suspension
and orientation technologies, network control and
diagnosis technologies. This book is intended for
researchers, scientists, engineers and graduate
students involved in the rail transit industry, train
control and diagnosis, and Maglev technology.
Presents the fundamental principles governing
levitation of material bodies by magnetic fields
without too much formal theory. Defines the
technology of magnetic bearings, especially those
based on superconductivity, and demonstrates the
key roles that magnetics, mechanics and dynamics
play in the complete understanding of magnetic
levitation and its bearings. Features extensive
figures and photos of Mag-Lev devices and
summarizes recent U.S. research studies in an effort
to regain the lead in Mag-Lev technologies.
Everyone is familiar with magnets, but how much do
we know about how they actually work? This book
explores the basics of magnets, looking at topics
such as poles, electromagnets, and how we use the
Earth's magnetic field to find our way.
Compiling the expertise of nine pioneers of the field,
Magnetic Bearings - Theory, Design, and Application
to Rotating Machinery offers an encyclopedic study
of this rapidly emerging field with a balanced blend
of commercial and academic perspectives. Every
element of the technology is examined in detail,
beginning at the component level and proceeding
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through a thorough exposition of the design and
performance of these systems. The book is
organized in a logical fashion, starting with an
overview of the technology and a survey of the range
of applications. A background chapter then explains
the central concepts of active magnetic bearings
while avoiding a morass of technical details. From
here, the reader continues to a meticulous, state-ofthe-art exposition of the component technologies
and the manner in which they are assembled to form
the AMB/rotor system. These system models and
performance objectives are then tied together
through extensive discussions of control methods for
both rigid and flexible rotors, including consideration
of the problem of system dynamics identification.
Supporting this, the issues of system reliability and
fault management are discussed from several useful
and complementary perspectives. At the end of the
book, numerous special concepts and systems,
including micro-scale bearings, self-bearing motors,
and self-sensing bearings, are put forth as promising
directions for new research and development.
Newcomers to the field will find the material highly
accessible while veteran practitioners will be
impressed by the level of technical detail that
emerges from a combination of sophisticated
analysis and insights gleaned from many collective
years of practical experience. An exhaustive, selfcontained text on active magnetic bearing
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technology, this book should be a core reference for
anyone seeking to understand or develop systems
using magnetic bearings.
Given the pace of how we harness and utilize
electricity, as well as the importance of developing
new sources of energy, electricity is a timely subject
for kids to explore. In Explore Electricity! With 25
Great Projects, kids ages 6-9 will learn the basics of
electricity: currents, circuits, power, magnetism and
electromagnetism, motors and generators. They’ll
become more attuned to how much they rely on
electricity in their daily lives. They’ll also understand
that while electricity is a wonderful resource, and one
we’ve used to our advantage ever since it was
discovered, the future of how we make and use
electricity is still changing and there are things they
can do today to impact these changes. This title
invites kids to experiment on their own with 25
simple projects that will “spark” their learning and
enthusiasm, including making their own clothespin
switch, lemon battery, compass, electromagnet, and
flashlight, as well as generating their own
“lightning.” These hands-on activities combined with
informational text will excite kids about STEM? the
interrelated fields of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world.
Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips,
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gadgets and digital technology, information on the
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Advanced Control Design with Application to
Electromechanical Systems represents the
continuing effort in the pursuit of analytic theory and
rigorous design for robust control methods. The book
provides an overview of the feedback control
systems and their associated definitions, with
discussions on finite dimension vector spaces,
mappings and convex analysis. In addition, a
comprehensive treatment of continuous control
system design is presented, along with an
introduction to control design topics pertaining to
discrete-time systems. Other sections introduces
linear H1 and H2 theory, dissipativity analysis and
synthesis, and a wide spectrum of models pertaining
to electromechanical systems. Finally, the book
examines the theory and mathematical analysis of
multiagent systems. Researchers on robust control
theory and electromechanical systems and graduate
students working on robust control will benefit greatly
from this book. Introduces a coherent and unified
framework for studying robust control theory
Provides the control-theoretic background required
to read and contribute to the research literature
Presents the main ideas and demonstrations of the
major results of robust control theory Includes
MATLAB codes to implement during research
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Key Features:Intimate relationship between
superconductivity and magnetic fields to achieve
high speed highlighted. Dynamics between wheel,
rail and track explained. Dynamics braking and its
significance explained. Extensive coverage of
magnetic levitated super fast trains will benefit
engineering students and practicing engineers.
Examples will electronic spread sheet type of
calculation for loads, stresses, dynamic response
and stability.About the Book:Magnetically levitated
bullet trains are the most interesting development of
the new millennium, recording travel at unheard of
speed levels. The train levitates above the tracks
using electromagnets to create a nearly friction less
ride, without making contact with the ground. Moving
more smoothly and quietly than wheeled mass
transit systems, the power needed for levitation is
mostly to overcome aerodynamic drag.A confluence
of superconductivity and magnetic technologies has
produced this spectacular event. Superconducting
magnets do not dissipate energy to maintain the
magnetic field. A superconductor levitated above a
permanent magnet remains in stable equilibrium.
Resistance to flow of electric current in the conductor
vanishes, so the magnetically levitated coaches
operate without external energy. At the same time,
however, initial cost of development and installation
is prohibitive.This book provides tools for design and
operation of a massive locomotive pulling a heavily
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loaded train through mountainous regions. Extracting
maximum power, emit acceptable levels of exhaust
pollutants, accelerate smoothly and safely come to
stop are of significance. Passenger coaches must
not pitch and roll when subjected to strong cross
winds, and while negotiating sharp
curves.Safeguards from dynamic operating
conditions are required to avoid failures from: Train
derailment due to deformed wheel and deficiencies
in track pathway ? Establish dynamic loads from
interaction between wheel, rail and track ballast ?
Design compliant mount between vehicle body and
bogie wheel assembly ? Rolling contact stress and
thermal fatigue in wheel from abrupt brake
application.
This book introduces readers to two major
sustainable applications of linear synchronous
machines: wave energy conversion and magnetic
levitation train technology. To do so, it begins with a
state-of-the-art review of linear machines, covering
induction and synchronous topologies and their
applications, with a particular focus on sustainable
applications. This is followed by an analysis of the
electromagnetic modeling of linear synchronous
machines, the goal being to investigate their main
features, especially their force production
capabilities.
Describes magnets, including how they function,
what materials are magnetic, and how they are used
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in many common machines.
Frontiers in Superconducting Materials gives a stateof-the-art report of the most important topics of the
current research in superconductive materials and
related phenomena. It comprises 30 chapters written
by renowned international experts in the field. It is of
central interest to researchers and specialists in
Physics and Materials Science, both in academic
and industrial research, as well as advanced
students. It also addresses electronic and electrical
engineers. Even non-specialists interested in
superconductivity might find some useful answers.
How loud can your average middle-grader burp?
Parents, librarians, and innocent bystanders are
about to find out. This follow-up to the equally
alluring WHY IS SNOT GREEN? tackles more of
life's burning questions, many submitted by real-life
ten-year-olds Could we use animal poop to make
electricity? What's the world's deadliest disease?
Why is your mother turning green? Part silly, part
serious, and a big part scatological, HOW LOUD
CAN YOU BURP? is destined for greatness and
grossness.
Considered to be the first book devoted to the subject, Linear
Synchronous Motors: Transportation and Automation
Systems, Second Edition evaluates the state of the art,
demonstrating the technological innovations that are
improving the design, construction, and performance of
modern control systems. This new edition not only illustrates
the development of linear synchronous motor drives, but it
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also discusses useful techniques for selecting a motor that
will meet the specific requirements of linear electrical drives.
New Features for the Second Edition: Several updated and
expanded sections, as well as two new chapters on FEM
Even more numerical examples, calculations, and
mathematical models Broadened target audience that
includes researchers, scientists, students, and more
Evaluating trends and practical techniques for achieving
optimal system performance, the authors showcase ready-toimplement solutions for common roadblocks in this process.
The book presents fundamental equations and calculations
used to determine and evaluate system operation, efficiency,
and reliability, with an exploration of modern computer-aided
design of linear synchronous motors, including the finite
element approach. It covers topics such as linear sensors and
stepping motors, magnetic levitation systems, elevators, and
factory automation systems. It also features case studies on
flat PM, tubular PM, air-cored, and hybrid linear synchronous
motors, as well as 3D finite element method analysis of
tubular linear reluctance motors, and linear oscillatory
actuators. With such an exceptional presentation of practical
tools and conceptual illustrations, this volume is an especially
powerful resource. It will benefit readers from all walks by
providing numerical examples, models, guidelines, and
diagrams to help develop a clear understanding of linear
synchronous motor operations, characteristics, and much
more.
The authors begin this book with a systematic overview of
superconductivity, superconducting materials, magnetic
levitation, and superconducting magnetic levitation - the
prerequisites to understand the latter part of the book - that
forms a solid foundation for further study in High Temperature
Superconducting Magnetic Levitation (HTS Maglev). This
book presents our research progress on HTS Maglev at
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Applied Superconductivity Laboratory (ASCLab) of Southwest
Jiaotong University (SWJTU), China, with an emphasis on the
findings that led to the world‘s first manned HTS Maglev test
vehicle "Century". The book provides a detailed description
on our previous work at ASCLab including the designing of
the HTS Maglev test and measurement method as well as the
apparatus, building "Century", developing the HTS Maglev
numerical simulation system, and making new progress on
HTS Maglev. The final parts of this book discuss research
and prototyping efforts at ASCLab in several adjacent fi elds
including HTS Maglev bearing, Flywheel Energy Storage
System (FESS) and HTS maglev launch technology. We
hope this book becomes a valuable source for researchers
and engineers working in the fascinating field of HTS Maglev
science and engineering. Contents Fundamentals of
superconductivity Superconducting materials Magnetic
levitation Superconducting magnetic levitation HTS Maglev
experimental methods and set-up First manned HTS Maglev
vehicle in the world Numerical simulations of HTS Maglev
New progress of HTS Maglev vehicle HTS Maglev bearing
and flywheel energy storage system HTS Maglev launch
technology
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) in Aerospace Structures
provides readers with the spectacular progress that has taken
place over the last twenty years with respect to the area of
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). The widespread adoption
of SHM could both significantly improve safety and reduce
maintenance and repair expenses that are estimated to be
about a quarter of an aircraft fleet’s operating costs. The
SHM field encompasses transdisciplinary areas, including
smart materials, sensors and actuators, damage diagnosis
and prognosis, signal and image processing algorithms,
wireless intelligent sensing, data fusion, and energy
harvesting. This book focuses on how SHM techniques are
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applied to aircraft structures with particular emphasis on
composite materials, and is divided into four main parts. Part
One provides an overview of SHM technologies for damage
detection, diagnosis, and prognosis in aerospace structures.
Part Two moves on to analyze smart materials for SHM in
aerospace structures, such as piezoelectric materials, optical
fibers, and flexoelectricity. In addition, this also includes two
vibration-based energy harvesting techniques for powering
wireless sensors based on piezoelectric electromechanical
coupling and diamagnetic levitation. Part Three explores
innovative SHM technologies for damage diagnosis in
aerospace structures. Chapters within this section include
sparse array imaging techniques and phase array techniques
for damage detection. The final section of the volume details
innovative SHM technologies for damage prognosis in
aerospace structures. This book serves as a key reference for
researchers working within this industry, academic, and
government research agencies developing new systems for
the SHM of aerospace structures and materials scientists.
Provides key information on the potential of SHM in reducing
maintenance and repair costs Analyzes current SHM
technologies and sensing systems, highlighting the innovation
in each area Encompasses chapters on smart materials such
as electroactive polymers and optical fibers
1. It is designed in accordance with the latest guidelines laid
by NCERT for classes 1 to 8. 2. Aims to inculcate
inquisitiveness and passion for learning. 3. The chapters are
designed in a manner that leads to comprehensive learning of
concepts, development of investigative and scientific skills
and the ability to probe into problems and find a possible
solution. 4. The content of the series is supported by alluring
illustrations and attractive layout to lend to the visual appeal
and also to enhance the learning experience. 5. A clear
comprehensive list of learning objectives at the beginning of
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each chapter 6. A Kick off activity at the beginning of each
chapter to set the pace for learning 7. Hand-on activities
presented using the scientific methodology of having a clear
aim and materials required along with recording and
discussing the task at hand 8. A section on ‘In Real Life’ at
the end of each chapter imparts value education and helps
the learners become a better citizen 9. Evaluation tools in the
form of test papers and model test papers in classes 1 to 5
and periodic assessments, half yearly paper and a yearly
paper in classes 6 to 8.
Keep Up with Advancements in the Field of Rail Vehicle
Design A thorough understanding of the issues that affect
dynamic performance, as well as more inventive methods for
controlling rail vehicle dynamics, is needed to meet the
demands for safer rail vehicles with higher speed and loads.
Design and Simulation of Rail Vehicles examines the field of
rail vehicle design, maintenance, and modification, as well as
performance issues related to these types of vehicles. This
text analyzes rail vehicle design issues and dynamic
responses, describes the design and features of rail vehicles,
and introduces methods that address the operational
conditions of this complex system. Progresses from Basic
Concepts and Terminology to Detailed Explanations and
Techniques Focused on both non-powered and powered rail
vehicles—freight and passenger rolling stock, locomotives,
and self-powered vehicles used for public transport—this book
introduces the problems involved in designing and modeling
all types of rail vehicles. It explores the applications of vehicle
dynamics, train operations, and track infrastructure
maintenance. It introduces the fundamentals of locomotive
design, multibody dynamics, and longitudinal train dynamics,
and discusses co-simulation techniques. It also highlights
recent advances in rail vehicle design, and contains
applicable standards and acceptance tests from around the
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world. • Includes multidisciplinary simulation approaches •
Contains an understanding of rail vehicle design and
simulation techniques • Establishes the connection between
theory and many simulation examples • Presents simple to
advanced rail vehicle design and simulation methodologies
Design and Simulation of Rail Vehicles serves as an
introductory text for graduate or senior undergraduate
students, and as a reference for practicing engineers and
researchers investigating performance issues related to these
types of vehicles.
Stick with Max Axiom as he explores the powerful force of
magnetism. Travelling the globe and solar system, young
readers will unlock the mysteries of the magnetic world.
Download the free Capstone 4D app for an augmented reality
experience that goes beyond the printed page. Videos,
writing prompts, discussion questions, and hands-on activities
make this updated edition come alive and keep your
collection current.
The application of bearingless drives is emerging as an
important technique in the areas of high-speed machinery
and motion-control, and this book aims to provide a thorough
grounding in the principles behind this cutting-edge
technology. Basic principles are described in detail with
practical examples to aid understanding, and the different
types of bearingless drives are introduced, along with
coverage of test machines and applications. Aimed at
practising electrical and mechanical engineers and advanced
students, Magnetic Bearings and Bearingless Drives provides
an essential guide to an area of engineering previously only
fully covered by large numbers of academic papers. · Unique
and comprehensive coverage of a cutting-edge subject for
electrical and mechanical engineers · A reference text and
survey for designers, manufacturers and users of high-speed
motors, generators and electrical drive systems · Examines
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the basic principles behind magnetic bearings, with key
technologies and applications illustrated through examples
and case studies
Discusses the history of locomotives and the current
development of high-speed trains, focusing on magnetic
levitation, or Maglev, trains, with suggested experiments
which demonstrate the scientific principles behind the trains.
Describes the properties of magnets and discusses the ways
they are used.
From Peter Pan to Harry Potter, from David Copperfield to
levitating toys, there is magic in conquering gravity. In this
first-ever popular introduction to “maglev”— the use of
magnetic forces to overcome gravity and friction—James D.
Livingston takes lay readers on a journey of discovery, from
basic concepts to today’s most thrilling applications. The tour
begins with examples of our historical fascination with
levitation, both real and fake. At the next stop, Livingston
introduces readers to the components of maglev: gravitational
and magnetic forces in the universe, force fields,
diamagnetism and stabilization, superdiamagnetism and
supercurrents, maglev nanotechnology, and more. He
explores the development of the superconductors that are
making large-scale levitation devices possible, and the use of
magnetic bearings in products ranging from implanted blood
pumps to wind turbines, integrated circuit fabrication, and
centrifuges to enrich uranium. In the last chapters, we arrive
at the science behind maglev transportation systems, such as
Chinese trains that travel 250 miles per hour without touching
the tracks. Packed with fascinating anecdotes about the
colorful personalities who have “fought friction by fighting
gravity,” the book maintains accuracy throughout while it
entertains and informs technical and nontechnical readers
alike. With so many new applications for magnetic levitation
on the horizon, Rising Force is sure to retain its own magic for
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years to come.
This book presents the papers from the 10th International
Conference on Vibrations in Rotating Machinery. This
conference, first held in 1976, has defined and redefined the
state-of-the-art in the many aspects of vibration encountered
in rotating machinery. Distinguished by an excellent mix of
industrial and academic participation achieved, these papers
present the latest methods of theoretical, experimental and
computational rotordynamics, alongside the current issues of
concern in the further development of rotating machines.
Topics are aimed at propelling forward the standards of
excellence in the design and operation of rotating machines.
Presents latest methods of theoretical, experimental and
computational rotordynamics Covers current issues of
concern in the further development of rotating machines
From an early age, children are often fascinated by magnets
on their refrigerator or in toys they play with. However, do
they know how those magnets actually work? They will after
reading this volume. Readers expand their knowledge of
magnets as they learn how magnets work and what magnets
can be used for in everyday life. The accessible and ageappropriate main text is presented alongside extra features,
such as detailed sidebars, informative fact boxes, a
comprehensive glossary, and bold, full-color photographs.
These elements work together to create an exciting reading
and learning experience.
This book extends the conventional two-dimensional (2D)
magnet arrangement into 3D pattern for permanent magnet
linear machines for the first time, and proposes a novel dual
Halbach array. It can not only effectively increase the radial
component of magnetic flux density and output force of
tubular linear machines, but also significantly reduce the axial
flux density, radial force and thus system vibrations and
noises. The book is also the first to address the fundamentals
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and provide a summary of conventional arrays, as well as
novel concepts for PM pole design in electric linear machines.
It covers theoretical study, numerical simulation, design
optimization and experimental works systematically. The
design concept and analytical approaches can be
implemented to other linear and rotary machines with similar
structures. The book will be of interest to academics,
researchers, R&D engineers and graduate students in
electronic engineering and mechanical engineering who wish
to learn the core principles, methods, and applications of
linear and rotary machines.
Maglev trains sound like the stuff of science fiction, but it’s yet
another scientific marvel that engineers have made a reality.
These superfast trains float above their rails, darting from
place to place at remarkable speeds. This book explores how
maglev trains work, the science behind the magnets at work,
and the history of maglev technology. From train technology
first developed in Germany to the fastest maglev trains in the
world, readers will love learning about this rapidly developing
mode of transportation.
The 1960s, transportation industry planners have sought an
energy-efficient design for a train that can glide through air at
speeds up to 500 kilometers per hour. This type of train,
called a magnetically levitated (maglev) train, is thought to be
a viable solution to meet the nation's growing need for
intercity and urban transportation networks. However, despite
some promising developments, unresolved concerns with the
operation and safety of maglev trains has prevented the
transition from demonstration model to commercial
development. Inductrack, a maglev system originally
conceived by Livermore physicist Richard Post, is designed to
address these issues. Post's work on Inductrack began with
funding from Livermore's Laboratory Directed Research and
Development Program, and in 2003, the technology was
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licensed to General Atomics (GA) in San Diego for train and
transit system applications. This year, members of the
Livermore-GA team received an R & D 100 Award for
Inductrack's development. Inductrack uses permanent
magnets to produce the magnetic fields that levitate the train
and provides economic and operational advantages over
other maglev systems. It can be adapted to both high-speed
and urban-speed environments. In the event of a power
failure, the train slows gradually until it comes to rest on its
auxiliary wheels. The maintenance requirements for
Inductrack are also lower than they are for other systems,
plus it has a short turning radius and is designed for quiet
operation. Previous designs for maglev systems did not offer
the energy efficiency or safety protections that are in the
Inductrack design. Electromagnetic systems (EMS) use
powered electromagnets to levitate the train. However, these
systems are based on magnetic attraction rather than
repulsion and thus are inherently unstable. In EMS trains, the
levitation gap--the separation between the magnet pole faces
and the iron rail--is only about 10 millimeters and, during
operation, must be maintained to within {+-}1 millimeter.
Position sensors and electronic feedback systems are
required to control the magnetic current and to compensate
for the inherent instability. This requirement, plus the onboard
source of emergency power required to ensure operational
safety during a sudden power loss, increases the complexity
of EMS trains. In contrast, in electrodynamic systems (EDS),
large superconducting magnet coils mounted on the sides of
the train generate high-intensity magnetic field poles.
Interaction of the current between the coils and the track
levitates the train. At operating speeds (above a liftoff speed
of about 100 kilometers per hour), the magnetic levitation
force balances the weight of the car at a stable position. EDS
trains do not require the feedback control systems that EMS
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trains use to stabilize levitation. However, the
superconducting magnetic coils must be kept at temperatures
of only 5 kelvins, so costly electrically powered cryogenic
equipment is required. Also, passengers, especially those
with pacemakers, must be shielded from the high magnetic
fields generated by the superconductors.
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